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Preface
Systematic research is one of the oldest biological disciplines.
This isnot surprising asitfulfills abasic need for almost every other
research field by presenting names for species with the essential
framework of genera, families etc.,their relationships and evolution.
At the occasion of the first centennial of the Herbarium Vadense
this publication highlights not only the important treasures housed at
the Wageningen Agricultural University, but also the various aspects
of plant systematic research performed here. The two main research
themes of this University are 'agriculture' and 'environment' and the
Herbarium Vadense clearly relates to both of these. Its strong links
with the study of biodiversity on the one hand and that concerning
useful plants, whether cultivated or not, on the other hand show it
fitswell within our University.
Todate,herbaria are met witha growing interest, scientifically as
well aspolitically, since one hascometorealize that they representa
very important part of our knowledge concerning the botanical
biodiversity of our planet. Not without reason did the important
1992 UN conference on environmental issues in Rio de Janeiro
strongly recommend to strengthen the rapidly diminishing systematic
knowledge and research activities.This may give some optimism and
confidence for the future of the Herbarium Vadense and systematic
research in Wageningen in a period during which our University is
confronted with decreasingbudgets.
I would like to congratulate the Herbarium Vadense and all the
personnel of the Department of Plant Taxonomy with this 100th
anniversary and the publication of this fine booklet. I express the
hope that the institute will profit from the growing interest in their
researchfieldand that it mayenjoy ahealthy andfruitful future.
Wageningen, September 1996
CM. Karssen
Rector Magnificus, Wageningen Agricultural University
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1 Introduction
FJ. Breteler &M.S.M. Sosef
The central theme during the celebrations around the first
centennial of the Herbarium Vadense is: 100 year attention for
biodiversity'. A herbarium can be looked upon as a large storehouse of biodiversity information. At Wageningen the 'attention'
paid to the biodiversity is two-fold. First of all there is the attention
paidtothecollectionsthemselves:thecollecting ofplantsinthe field,
their careful drying and mounting on paper sheets, their insertion
into the main collection, their disinfection, etc. Secondly, there isof
course the scientific research yielding biodiversity information and
thus making the knowledge stored in herbaria all over the world
available to the world outside. Fortunately more and more people
begin to realize that herbaria (and zoological collections) play a key
role in the conservation of nature. Knowledge is the first prerequisite. When we do not know what species are out there, we do
not know what to preserve. We do not know which species are rare
or endangered, or valuable in the sense of genetic diversity of
economically importantplants.
Where in the past the focus of a herbarium and its scientific staff
was mainly on exploring and describing the flora of virtually
unknown parts of our world, today their activities have shifted
towards making available biodiversity information. Wehope youcan
taste some of both the old and new attitude towards a herbarium and
systematic research while reading the various contributions in this
jubileevolume.
The Herbarium Vadense ishoused withintheDepartment of Plant
Taxonomy of the Wageningen Agricultural University, The Netherlands. Being part of an agricultural university, it has always had a
strong link with agricultural research rather than with the study of
wild plants.The important dendrological collections and for example
those of useful plants testify to this. But, during the 1950's the emphasis was broadened with a focus on wild, mainly African plants.
This study of the wild flora was further strengthened when the study
of biology was added to the curriculum of the Wageningen Agricultural University. This dual focus, on useful plants and on thewild
flora, is still present and pictures the modern theme of our univerWageningenAgriculturalUniversityPapers 96-2(1996)

sity: 'Agriculture and environment'.
There are 3 main herbaria in The Netherlands: the Rijksherbarium of the Leiden University, the University Herbarium of
Utrecht University and the Herbarium Vadense at Wageningen. The
situation of these herbaria and the associated systematic research has
worsened considerably during the past say 15 years. However,
several important reports have appeared, e.g. that concerning a
national policy for systematics in The Netherlands (Commissie
Nationaal Plan, 1993)andthatoftheBiological Council oftheRoyal
Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (1995), pointing to the
high quality of both collections and research performed and to the
danger of losing irreplaceable but highly relevant knowledge on
biodiversity. This gives some hope for a better future. Recently, the
Research School Biodiversity was founded and there are important
initiatives towards closer cooperation between the Dutch herbaria.
Still, the Wageningen Department of Plant Taxonomy is facing a
severe reduction in scientific staff and all we can do is hope that the
turn of the tide will not arrive too late. Large projects like PROSEA
(Plant Resources of South-East Asia)and ECOSYN (Synthesisofthe
Ecological Knowledge of the Trees and Lianas of Upper Guinea),
mainly funded by international organisations, prove that the
Herbarium Vadense is an indispensable tool for applied plant
sciences.
Meanwhile,theHerbarium Vadense hasgrowntoamedium-sized
herbarium with its major emphasis on tropical African collections.It
comes 4th in line of important herbaria with such collections, after
the herbaria at Kew, Meise (Belgium) and Paris. The organizing of
the XIVth AETFAT Congress (Association pour l'Etude Taxonomique de la Flore d'Afrique Tropicale /Association for Systematic
Research of the Tropical African Flora) in 1994 has contributed
much to the fame of our herbarium. Many foreign researchers
attending the congress visited theherbarium and were often pleasantly surprised bythehighnumberandhighquality ofthecollections.
For now, we would like to wish you pleasant reading in this
volume highlighting the history, the collections, and various aspects
of systematic research conducted at the Herbarium Vadense and the
Department of PlantTaxonomy.

10
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2 The history of the Herbarium Vadense
J.F.Aleva,J. deBruijn &L.J.G. vanderMaesen
The official opening of the main building of the State Horticultural College, the 'Rijkstuinbouwschool', on October 3, 1896 can
be seen as the start of the Herbarium Vadense and also of the
associated Botanical Gardens in Wageningen. However, we are sure
that prior to this date there were herbarium collections present in
Wageningen. The first herbarium collections were kept in the
'Bassecour', the seat of the Agricultural College. In 1876, W.C.H.
Staring donated his library and his herbarium to this college, which
was founded that same year. He had been a great advocate for the
foundation of an agricultural school in Wageningen. C.J.M. Jongkindt Coninck, E. Giltay and D.Lako, governors of the college,also
donated their private herbarium collections. Apparently these
persons with an agricultural, horticultural or soil science background, recognized the importance of a herbarium for an agricultural school.The new State Horticultural College was part of this
Agricultural College.
Themain buildingofthe StateHorticultural Collegewasdesigned
by the architect J. van Lokhorst (Botman &Tummers, 1990),whose
buildings are characteristic for their functional constructions and
logical use of building materials. His style has been called a new
Neo-Renaissance style as opposed to the imitation of classical styles
fashionable during that time, and it is said that he designed the most
modern university buildings for that period. At present, the
Departmentof PlantTaxonomyis stillhousedinthisbuilding.
Around 1900 the building was supplied with an electrical clock,
placed on the facade (Fig. 1 & 2). This clock is owned by the
Municipality of Wageningen since 1928.Locally, the building is still
known as 'the building withthe clock'.
The building was situated in an area of 4 hectares, designed asan
experimental garden by the landscape architect L.A. Springer (Fig.
3) in 1895.Its location is in a corner of the Dreijen estate, alongthe
Rijksstraatweg, now Generaal Foulkesweg. A part of it (1 hectare)
was reserved for a small arboretum. This experimental garden would
later become the Dreijen Arboretum of the Agricultural University
and the original arboretum is still part of the Gardens. Some small
greenhouses provided possibilities to cultivate tropical plants. The
WageningenAgricultural UniversityPapers 96-2(1996)
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Fig. 1.The building of the State Horticultural College in early 1900;later on the
DepartmentofPlantTaxonomy washousedinthisbuilding.

Fig. 2. Stone tablet on the facade of the building stating 'State Horticultural
College'.
12
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development of the Botanic Gardens was strongly linked to that of
the Herbarium for many years.
The facts that the herbarium was situated in the gardens,and that
Springer, a keen dendrologist who taught garden design at the Agricultural College from 1897 to 1900, has surely contributed to many
of the collections of cultivated plants in the Herbarium. In 1936,
Springer donated his large dendrological collections to the herbarium.
In 1899, J. Valckenier Suringar, who worked at the Rijksherbarium (State Herbarium) at Leiden, was appointed as lector in
dendrology and botany. Already since 1896 he gave courses in the
systematics of the tree flora of the Dutch East Indies, the former
Dutchcolonyin South-East Asia (nowIndonesia).
In 1906, the Horticultural College was incorporated in the new
State College for Agriculture, Horticulture and Forestry (Rijks
Hogere Land-, Tuin en Bosbouwschool). In 1918, this college was
transformed to the Agricultural University (Landbouwhogeschool).
In 1986 it acquired the new name of Wageningen Agricultural
University.
Valckenier Suringar was appointed professor in Applied Plant
Systematics and Geography in 1918,and hebecame thefirstdirector
of the Arboretum.
Valckenier Suringar had a major interest in dendrology and was
one of the founders of the Dutch Dendrological Society, which still
has its annual meeting in the Herbarium building. Dendrological
collections from e.g. S.G.A. Doorenbos, W. Hendriks and L.A.
Springer, who occupied important positions within this society, can
be found in the Herbarium. Those of G.H. Ruisch, an amanuensis
working atthe Herbarium, are worth mentioning aswell.
Valckenier Suringar made large collections in all plant
geographical districts in The Netherlands at the end of the 19th and
the beginning of the 20th century. These were mainly used for
teaching purposes. Students of Valckenier Suringar went on various
excursions in the course of their training. They collected plants for
the so-called 'Landlooper'-collection (landlooper means vagabond).
On the labels of this collection the name Herbarium Vadense occurs
for the first time. Vada is Latin for Wageningen. An important
collector under this name was E. de Vries. The 'Landloopers' also
collected cultivated plants from many agricultural areas in The
Netherlands.
The first herbarium collections from the tropics also comprised
Wageningen Agricultural University Papers 96-2 (1996)
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Fig. 3. L.A. Springer.
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small reference collections for teaching. Important collections were
those of S.H. Koorders from Asia, G.A. Zenker and A. Stolz from
Africa, and the collection J.W. Gonggrijp from South America.
Valckenier Suringar had a large personal herbarium which he
brought to Wageningen. The major part of his herbarium originates
from around 1850 when his father W.F.R. Suringar, who worked at
Leiden, purchased herbarium collections from various sources all
over Europe. Part of these collections remained his personal property until he donated his herbarium to the Herbarium Vadense in
1928. This donation required an extension tothe old building. Three
collection rooms and a new lecture hall were built. One of the new
collection rooms was intended for the entomology collections of the
University.
The herbarium then comprised a Herbarium Generale, a Herbarium Dendrologicum, a Herbarium Officinale and a Herbarium
Tropicum. The Herbarium Generale encompassed a collection of
about 60,000 specimens of plants originating from southern and
central Europe,northern Africa, Asia Minor, Persia and Syria. Some
important collections are those of Boissier, Bourgeau, De Heldreich,
Kotschy, and the Herbarium Siculum, a collection of 900 specimens
collected in Sicily. The Herbarium Dendrologicum consisted mainly
of the dendrological collections of Valckenier Suringar, Baas
Becking and Baenitz. The Herbarium Officinale contained 2000
specimens of medicinal plants. The main part of the Herbarium
Tropicum was formed by duplicates from the Herbarium at Bogor
and collections from the experimental agricultural station at Bogor,
Indonesia.
After the retirement of Prof. Valckenier Suringar, Dr. J. Jeswiet
was appointed director of the Arboretum and Professor of Plant
Systematics, Dendrology and Plant Geography on August 16, 1925.
He contributed several collections from the Dutch East Indies and
Papua New Guinea (Port Moresby) obtained during his research
period inPasuruan (Java) asasugarcanebreeder. Hewasdischarged
in 1946 because he had collaborated with the occupation authorities
during the second world war.
In the 1930's and 1940's the first collections from plant-sociological researchers were incorporated in the Herbarium Vadense and
these contributions continued during the 1950's and early 1960's.
Well-known collections are those of W. Beeftink, J.H.A. Boerboom,
W.Diemont, H.Doing,F.M.Maas,V.Westhoff and LS.Zonneveld.
In 1932the flowering of the large aroid Amorphophallus titanum
Wageningen Agricultural University Papers 96-2 (1996)
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in the tropical greenhouse (Fig. 17) attracted worldwide publicity.
The size the flower reached at Wageningen is still an unbeaten
record.
During World War II, in autumn 1944 and early 1945, the
building has been severely damaged by grenades. Most windows
were shattered to pieces. A large part of the herbarium collection
was stored in the attics, packed in large parcels of plants in folio
folders. The attics leaked and quite a few parcels and boxes were
damaged by rain and could not be salvaged. Some of the historical
collections, therefore, are no longer as complete as they were before
the war. The collection of cryptogams and a small spirit collection
have been lost completely. The collection of living tropical plants
was lost as well, as during the last winter of the war there was no
coal to heat the greenhouses and the inhabitants of Wageningen had
been forcefully evacuated in October 1944. Their return to Wageningen was not before June 1945. A part of the library books were
found back outside in the garden. The first volume of the Index
Kewensis still has a hole from a grenade shell as a silent witness of
the severe shelling in the front line.
The staff returned in autumn 1945 to repaire the damage as good
as possible, and to restore the botanic gardens into their former
attractive state. Dr. H.J. Venema, staff member since 1929, and Dr.
J.G.B. Beumée, lector in Tropical Botany, were instrumental in this
process.
In 1947 Venema (Fig. 4) was appointed Professor of Plant Systematics, and Director of the Arboretum and the Biological Research
Station at Wijster, a post he held until 1969. Under his directorship
the old Belmonte estate, heavily damaged in the war and donated to
the 'Geldersch Landschap' after World War II, was acquired around
1953 by the university as an extension of the Dreijen Arboretum.
These two gardens comprise the Wageningen Botanical Gardens as
they are today.
Venema had good contacts with many Dutch scientists and he
acquired the important /?w/?w.s-collection of Dr. W. Beijerinck. A
reference collection of phanérogames and cryptogames of the Drente
plant geographical district was extracted from the Herbarium
Vadense for teaching and research objectives at the Station in
Wijster, mainly by Dr. J.J. Barkman. In 1953, the Station became
part of the Department of Plant Taxonomy but was separated again
in 1967 when vegetation science was credited a separate department.
Dr. Beumée acted as curator of the collections of the Herbarium
16
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Fig. 4.Prof.Venema(right),Drs.Hensen(left)andaguestfromtheUnitedStates
(Dr.F.G.Meyer)intheWageningenBotanical Gardens.
Vadense until 1953 when he retired. Dr. H.C.D. de Wit, who had
been a plant systematist first in Buitenzorg (Bogor), Dutch East
Indies, and lecturer in Leiden, was appointed lecturer in Systematics
of Tropical Plants in Wageningen in 1953. He became full Professor
in 1959. His chair was named Plant Systematics and Plant Geography, in particular of the Tropics and Subtropics. He directed the
Department from 1969 to 1980.
In 1955, De Wit came to a gentleman's agreement with the
Rijksherbarium in Leiden and the University Herbarium in Utrecht
that from then on Wageningen would concentrate its activities on the
flora of Africa and on cultivated plants. Leiden would concentrate on
Asia and the Dutch flora, and Utrecht mainly on tropical America.
Up to this period the herbarium collections had mainly been used
for teaching, but now collections were also made for research
purposes. De Wit travelled through Africa to pave the way for his
Dutch staff members and his students. F.J. Breteler, A.J.M.
Leeuwenberg, A.G. Voorhoeve, J.J.F.E. de Wilde and later on J.J.
Bos made large collections in West and Central Tropical Africa, and
South Africa. The collection grew with about 400,000 specimens.
Wageningen Agricultural University Papers 96-2 (1996)
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Large collections were made in Côte d'Ivoire, Ethiopia, Cameroun,
South Africa and Moçambique. In the beginning of the 1960's an
exchange programme for duplicates was started, and the herbarium
acquired collections from other parts of Africa such as Kenya,
Tanzania, Nigeria, Madagascar and South Africa. From the herbarium in Meise (Belgium), large duplicate collections from Zaire,
Ruanda and Burundi were received in exchange.
In this period K.J.W. Hensen (Fig. 4) made a great contribution
to the Herbarium with collections of perennial and woody
ornamental plants, in the course of his research on various
ornamental species.
In 1958 and 1959 respectively, J. de Bruijn and J.W. van
Steenbergen were appointed part-time to take care of the herbarium
collections. De Wit managed to convert the posts to full time: the
technical staff of the Herbarium was created. De Bruijn remained
collection manager until 1990 when he was succeeded by van
Steenbergen, until then his assistant.
In 1961/62 the Department of Entomology left the building and
their collection room became available for the herbarium. At the
same time the wooden herbarium-racks, constructed by the department carpenter H. Straatman, were replaced by steel racks to create
more room for the carton herbarium boxes. However, the explosive
growth of the herbarium and the growth of the department staff did
stretch the capacity of the old building and ultimately everywhere in
halls and staircases boxes with herbarium sheets could be observed.
To provide more office space, a wooden barrack was built behind the
main building in 1964. The barrack was named 'Uhuru' after the
war-cry of the Kenian Mau Mau, which means freedom. In 1972 the
barrack was doubled to house herbarium collections as well. This
was still insufficient and for other herbarium collections space had to
be found in the basement of the Transitorium', a university building
at 5 minutes walk from the main herbarium building. This basement
was far from ideal to house a herbarium collection which may be
illustrated by two occasions of heavy rainfall which flooded the
basement floor.
In 1966/67 the Ethiopia-project started, a cooperative effort
between the Department of Plant Taxonomy and the Department of
Tropical Crops of the Wageningen Agricultural University, and the
Alemaya College of Agriculture of the Addis Abeba University. For
18
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a number of years collections of cultivated crops and their related
wild species were made in Ethiopia and brought to the Herbarium
Vadense. Seeds and fruit were planted at the Department of Plant
Breeding and the Institute for Horticultural Crops. Important
collectors in Ethiopia were P.C.M. Jansen, C.J.P. Seegeier, E.
Westphal, J.J.F.E. de Wilde, and W.J.J.O. de Wilde and B.E.F. de
Wilde-Duyfjes.
Meanwhile, the technical staff of the Herbarium had grown tosix
persons, but this was still insufficient to maintain an acceptable
degree of collection management and reduce the arrears. In 1968,
Arbeidszorg in Ede, an organization that provided work for the
disabled, was asked whether it was possible to assist in mounting
specimens for the Herbarium. Their reaction was positive and they
received African duplicate material, and afterwards some 50,000
sheets of the Suringar Herbarium that had remained unmounted and
hence were still not accessible. This valuable material was carefully
prepared by T. Smaling before it was sent to Ede. Since then they
have mounted many thousands more. To date, PERMAR (formerly
Arbeidszorg) mounts 6000 specimens annually, mainly duplicates
received yearly from sister herbaria, and their work cannot be
missed any more. The PERMAR has also appointed two persons to
work in the herbarium in Wageningen to mount plants and assist the
staff with its daily work.
A growing concern was the conservation of the specimens. In
1958 disinfection took place in two large containers providing space
for 60cardboard boxes of herbarium specimens that could betreated
with tetrachloride carbon. To dry plants three gas-fuelled dryingovens were used in aroom with only a small window for ventilation.
At the beginning of the 1960's the Kew Herbarium advised Wageningen to use lauryl pentachlore phenate to prevent insect damage.
New collections were immersed into a solution of lauryl pentachlore
phenate in turpentine. The situation improved when the coal-fuelled
central heating system was replaced by an oil-fuelled system. In the
room formerly used for storage of cokes, two gas chambers and an
installation for the lauryl-treatment were built. In the gas chambers
the (now prohibited) nerve gas methylbromide was used. The
ampoules carrying this gaswere acquired from an USArmy dumpin
Germany. Next to this room an electric drying-oven with six
compartments was placed. However, despite the availability of a
small elevator, the transportation of the boxes with herbarium
specimens to the cellar and to the gas chambers, remained a very
Wageningen Agricultural University Papers 96-2 (1996)
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labour-intensive affair for many years. It was J. Gilde, herbarium
technician, who carried out the disinfection work very meticulously
in hisowninimitable wayfor many years.
In September 1970 the study of biology was added to the
curriculum of the university. This meant a considerable increase in
the work of the departement and herbarium staff. First- and secondyear students had to learn how to make herbarium collections. This
activity soon ceased for first-year students, because during the
excursions they mostly visited nature reserves in The Netherlands,
and collecting in these areas was soon prohibited. But the
second-year biology students made and still make an annual
excursion to the eastern Pyrenees in France. In this manner the
Herbarium acquired a large collection from this region, even
admired by Prof. A. Baudière from the University of Toulouse.
In 1977 the directorship and management of the Gardens was
separated from the Departement of Plant Taxonomy and the
Herbarium. The staff, however, remained stationed in the building
and theco-operation between garden staff andherbarium staff is still
frequent. Many collections from the Botanical Gardens continue to
find their waytothe herbarium and are also distributed as duplicates
to other herbaria, especially to the US Arboretum in Washington
D.C. The first director, D.O.Wijnands, appointed in 1978,was very
much interested in the history of botany. Hisunexpected and sudden
death in 1993 came as a shock. He was succeeded by Dr. J.J.Bos,
also a staff member oftheDepartment of Plant Taxonomy.
In 1981 De Wit retired and was succeeded in 1984 by Prof.
L.J.G. vander Maesen.
The painful situation of herbarium collections stored in buildings
with a high fire risk remained until 1985.De Wit had tried to get
permission to build a new herbarium building and greenhouses near
the Belmonte Arboretum. However, theroof of thedesigned building
was higher than the treetops, rendering the buildings too prominent
along the picturesque hillside, and hence permission was denied by
the Province of Gelderland. In 1981 a committee consisting of
Breteler, de Bruijn and de Wilde was formed to see whether it was
possible to build an efficient but simple herbarium building. The
Board of Directors of the University finally decided to replace the
old barrack by a modern herbarium building, but then discussion
started as to where that building would arise. One of the plans en20
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Fig.5.Prof. vanderMaesen (left) andProf. deWit(right) standing beforethe
memorialstoneforthenewherbariumbuildingjustplacedbythelatter.
compassed a small bridge across the narrow valley formed by the
Holle Weg to connect the new building with the Belmonte Arboretum. But, standing inthe middle of the crossing Generaal Foulkesweg and Arboretumlaan, overlooking the Gardens, the State
Architect decided that thenewbuilding would bean extension ofthe
old 1896 building, and the new tropical greenhouse would be a
dominant feature along the Arboretumlaan. The new greenhouse,
replacing the small worn-out 1896 facilities, provided a muchneeded relief for the now large living collection. It was officially
opened by Dr.Ir. P.K. Schenk, Director of Agricultural Education of
the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries on October 5, 1984.The
new building (Fig. 6) was designed by W.F. de Vries of the
architectural bureau Dingemans and De Vries and on August 31,
1984 Prof. H.C.D. de Wit laid the first stone (Fig. 5). On May 22^
1985 the building was officially opened by Drs. A. Ploeg,
undersecretary for Agriculture. Three floors of 327m2, each
equipped with modern compactors (Fig. 7),nowprovide ample space
to the collections. Along the north wall working tables enable the
handling of specimens by staff and visitors. The old gas chambers
were replaced by large freezing compartments on each floor. This
enables theannual disinfection of the entire collection very efficientWageningen Agricultural University Papers 96-2 (1996)
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Fig.6.The new building ofthe Herbarium Vadense attached tothe old buildingin
therear.

Fig. 7. The new compactor system housing some 600,000 plant specimens; the
entrancetotherefrigerator roomintherear.Threefloors aresimilarly equipped.
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ly,the responsibility of which is presently carried byT. Smalingand
J. van Garderen. A separate room contains the large spirit-preserved
collection of flowers and fruits, curated by J. van Veldhuizen.
Another room stores the wood and dry fruit samples, curated by K.
van Setten.Theornamental glass screens,present oneachfloor, were
designed byJanRoède,anartistfrom TheHague.
Tothe south and west of the herbarium, offices and utility rooms
are situated. The renovation of the old building was completed in
1986. The old herbarium rooms found other uses as cytotaxonomic
and chemotaxonomic laboratory, library and meeting room. The
library collection is specialized on the flora of Africa and the
taxonomy ofcultivated plants,andnowcountsabout6600books,540
scientific journals, and 18,000reprints.
In 1988the Herbarium of the Royal Tropical Institute at Amsterdam, containing vouchers of many useful and cultivated plants from
Indonesia, Africa and the West Indies, was given to the Herbarium
Vadenseonlonglease.
In 1984 the collections of the Biology Faculty of the Groningen
University were divided continent-wise over the other Dutch
herbaria as they ceased to perform systematic research, and the
African vouchers were donated to the Herbarium Vadense. Many
valuable type specimens, often duplicates of specimens destroyed in
Berlin,havebeenrecognized byJ.J. BosandJ. van Veldhuizen.
In May 1993 J.F. Aleva was appointed herbarium manager and
became responsible for the management of the collections, in
succession to J.W. van Steenbergen. He made a start with the
computerization of the collections. Collection data of new accessions
arenowputintoanelectronic database anddataofoldcollectionsare
gradually inserted. Inthefuture loanandexchange activities willalso
benefit from this computerized system.
In August 1994 the Department hosted the XIVth AETFAT
Congress (Association pour l'Etude Taxonomique de la Flore
d'Afrique Tropicale), bringing together about 220 taxonomists and
otherbotanistsdevoted tothe studyofAfrican plants.
The Herbarium Vadense now contains about 560,000 specimens
mounted on920,000 sheets.About 60%of these collections originate
from tropical Africa. The collections from Europe and the
Mediterranean area amount to about 23% of the total. Other
specimens originate from Australia (1%),Asia (7%),North America
(2%) and Central and South America (6%). Almost 15% of the
Wageningen Agricultural University Papers 96-2 (1996)
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entire collection represents cultivated plants.
Atthe moment the Herbarium Vadense exchanges duplicates with
some 110 herbaria in Europe, Africa and the United States. Almost
76,000 specimens are readyfor exchange.
The many expeditions to African and some other countries, and
the living collections acquired on these travels, provided ample
opportunity to build up a large collection of colour slides used for
teaching andpublications.Prof, deWithasbeenthemain contributor
tothis collection, that now holds about 70,000 slides. Data on recent
accessionsarebeingdigitized.
For taxonomical publications line drawings are indispensable. At
Wageningen we attempt to illustrate all monographs and revisions
with line drawings in India ink, in particular of species new to
science. Several artists, Mrs. I. Zewald, Miss Yuen Tan, Mrs. W.
Wessel-Brand and Messrs. G. Langendijk and J.M. de Vries have
contributed many illustrations to our publications, depicting habitus
anddetailsofthedistinguishing characters oftheplantspecies.
In 1995 discussions started to try to lessen the burden in these
financially difficult times and these talks will probably lead to the
formation of a federation of the herbaria of Leiden, Utrecht and
Wageningen, the three main herbaria in the Netherlands. In 1996
these three herbaria received a grant from NWO for a two-year
project to digitize the accession data of their type specimens. In the
Herbarium Vadense, the type specimens are recognizable by special
folders with a dark green margin. The folders of standard specimens
of cultivars haveadistinctive light green margin.
The collections of the Herbarium Vadense still grow in
importance. Not only by the growing of the number of specimens,
but also because one is starting to realize that its collections provide
the foundation for biodiversity research on the flora of Africa as
well as for the publication of Floras for various regions and
countries in Africa.
The historical data presented above have been mainly derived
from various literature sources,departmental and other archives,and
personal recollections. References can be found a.o. in Aleva &
Wessel-Brand (1996), Beumée (1942 a &b),de Bruijn (1980),Gast
& de Ruiter (1993), van der Haar (1993 a &b),Jeswiet (1935),van
derMaesen(1993),andvanSteenis-Kruseman (1950).
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3 The collections of the Herbarium Vadense
3.1 Introduction
F.J. Breteler &M.S.M.Sosef
In this chapter the collections of the Herbarium Vadense are
briefly dealt with. They are classified to their origin, country aswell
as collector. This is done in six separate parts by six different
authors. The total collection amounts to 560,000 specimens. Europe
and the Mediterranean region accounts for 23% of the total
collection, tropical Africa for 60% and other tropical regions for c.
13.5%. Although all collections are 'historical', special attention is
given to the 18th and early 19th century collections. Herbarium
material from cultivated plants isalso separately dealt with.Theyare
mainly collected in the Netherlands, but may originate from other
countries. A part of it has been collected to voucher for all kinds of
plantresearch.Accountsonthespecialcollections,woodsamplesand
spirit collections concludethischapter.
The exchange of material is very important for a herbarium, not
only to enrich the collection but also to reduce the risk of loss, e.g.
by such events as war, fire, and so on. The Herbarium Vadense has
an important exchange programme. It is mainly based on specimens
from tropical Africa as shownintable 1.
The exchange of African specimens started in 1960. From the
very beginning it aimed at the exchange of identified material. This
was not so easy to accomplish because the relevant literature was
poorly represented at the library and well-identified herbarium
specimens from Africa that could be used for comparison were
rather scarce. During this crucial period Dr. Jane Amshoff demonstrated her great skills and her experience in the identification of
African plants. Although her previous experience was mainly with
South American plants, she quickly gained an enormous knowledge
of African plants as well and of the relevant literature. Her favourite
families were Gramineae and Leguminosae. She disliked the orchid
family which she rather did not want to identify. In the 1960's and
early 1970's she regularly went tothe principal African herbaria like
the British Museum (BM), Kew (K), Meise (BR), Paris (P) with a
small suitcase filled with African plants to compare her identificaWageningenAgricultural UniversityPapers96-2 (1996)
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country
Africa
Angola
M

Cameroun
Congo
Côted'Ivoire
Ghana
Kenya
Moçambique
Nigeria
Sénégal
SierraLeone
Somalia
SouthAfrica
Tanzania
Zimbabwe
America
USA
il
II
M

II

town

herbarium

Huambo
[NovaLisboa]
Luanda
Yaounde
Brazzaville
Abidjan
Legon
Nairobi
Maputo
Ibadan
Dakar
Freetown
Mogadishu
Pretoria
Dares Salaam
Harare

LUA

Berkely
NewYork
SaintLouis
WashingtonDC
II

Europe
Belgium
il

II

Denmark
»
France
Germany
M
M

Italy
Portugal
»
Spain
Sweden
H
H

Switzerland
H
Un.Kingdom

Gent
Liège
Meise
Aarhus
Copenhagen
Paris
Berlin
Hamburg
München
Firenze
Coimbra
Lisboa
Madrid
Lund
Stockholm
Uppsala
Geneve
Zurich
Kew

spec.
sent

spec.
rec'd

balance
per5/1996

335

347

-12

LUAI
YA
IRSC
UCI
GC
EA
LMA
FHI
IFAN
SL
MOGA
PRE
DSM
SRGH

274
266
212
779
2287
5099
2139
5578
517
944
880
11.733
1224
2971

3
126
84
2406
4988
•3769
305
2658
854
9473
1257
1484

274
263
86
695
-119
111
2139
1809
212
-1714
26
2260
-33
1487

UC
NY
MO
NA
US

3251
2050
1801
1931
29.249 39.091
1414
1646
2570
1201

1201
-130
-9842
-232
1369

GENT
LG
BR
AAU
C
P
B
HBG
M
FI
COI
LISC
MA
LD
S
UPS
G
Z
K

2576
2289
2573
2673
29.039 31.201
1083
3
7743
5988
25.117 12.050
8032
4683
3103
876
5383
5017
923
297
752
201
6311
3372
3002
1861
2370
1593
1771
556
3690
2495
1007
456
2801
2261
24.316
9569

287
-100
-2162
1080
1755
13.067
3349
2227
366
626
551
2939
1141
777
1215
1195
551
540
14.747

Table 1.ExchangeperMay 1996of mainlyAfrican herbarium specimensbetween
the Herbarium Vadense and institutes in Africa and elsewhere. Only the more
importantexchangesarelisted.
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